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Chaikin:  

We work on exercises using sounds and movement in "give-and-

take" rather than in words. When we do use words we try to 

understand the unexpressed in the situation - not in a logical way, but 

rather through behavior's irrational and more fragile qualities.  

We have an exercise called "perfect people" in which we explore the advertising world's image of

American personality. Madison Avenue creates America, you know.  The "perfect  people" 

exercise is satiric, of course, and it helps us understand the stage as a weapon.  

We ask the questions, "What kind of country is it that is populated by 'perfect  people'  

talking about cigarettes, toilet paper, spaghetti sauce, detergents, and the thousands of other  

products we consume?" and "Who are these 'consumers'?" A night watching TV convinces us that

 they are "perfect people"-and if these are the images of our aspirations, God help us.  

 

Nietzsche said, "Art is to make life endurable." 

 

Question:   

Do you use emotional recall? 

 

Chaikin:  

It's a good process to know, but not one to linger over. Every actor draws on his own life; very 

often such associations enrich performances. But we 

don't begin with a sharp personal remembered experience because that keeps the actor with his 

recollection rather than freeing him into the situation at hand.  

Often, in places where an 

emotional recall would work, we choose not to use it. We want to find different ways of working 

 problems through-this choosing to find new ways is the premise of our work. 

Question: Do you use much equipment? 

Chaikin: We  work without props, costumes, or scenery. They cost money. We have ourselves and

 we want to work with that. The visual artist in the group makes props for scenes that abso-

 lutely demand them. It's not a pose, but a determination to make the actor do all he can do. 

Question: Could you  describe  an evening at  the workshop? 

Chaikin: Each meeting begins with a warm-

up exercise that has come out of the work. This brings us  together. We don't want to be alone

 reflecting on our own problems. We want to work ourselves up to being together.  
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After the warm-up we see what themes we've worked with need further exploration and what 

forms can best embody these themes. In other words, we try to 

make something theatrical  out of  something  abstract. 

 

We have three playwrights who work with us, Jean-

Claude van Itallie, Megan Terry, and Michael Smith. We  have  done  more 

than a dozen of their plays, some of them very short.  

Mr. van Itallie works directly with the actors, weaving his work into the context of theirs;  

the other writers regularly observe the workshop and bring us scripts from time to time. We have

 no rules about a playwright's involvement. It all depends on his interest in the 

particular problem we're working with at the moment. The main thing is for the writer to feel  

free, to have the same kind of opportunity for scope that we try to give the actors. 

 

The  playwrights  suggest  forms  for  us-later  these  are  often 

written out. 

 

 These pieces are inspired by the actors' work. You see, there's a give-and-

take. After the writer has suggested a form-

! don't like "plot" because these things are often much simpler than a plot-

we begin to improvise with them.  

 

We select what language to use. Very often this is a "language" of our own, sounds which  

communicate. It is very important to distinguish this language-

 making from gibberish, which is a mere substitute for words. 

 

Sometimes we move in silence or use words or phrases, rather than connected sentences in a  

logical sequence. The mode of 

the language depends on the form of the improvisation, its goals,  and our own warm-

up. The choreographer may suggest a movement or a rhythm. We're always looking for non-

conventional move ment and physical freedom. 

After selecting the form, language, and movement, we may do 

several exercises that  approach  the  problem  indirectly.  We're in no hurry.  

Sometimes we discuss the theme, but more often we do not, because the problem is theatrical 

and concerns the form, 

not its meaning. The theme may be sanity, old age, death, the experience of living, a social the

me, communication, or the world of illusion and mystery. When we do discuss it, it is very importan

t that everyone, including the writers, talk non-

cynically. We aren't afraid of ideas and means that are naive and primitive.  

Once we can speak without false sophistication we're ready to work directly 

on the theme, to experiment until we find its precise theatrical expression. 

This summer we worked on "the fool." The fool is an interesting problem.  

He is someone who lives in the moment, ostracized from all societies, amoral, and consistently be

wildered and in awe of being alive.  



We haven't finished working on the fool yet and it is very stimulating to discover his architecture, 

his dynamics, and his relationship to each of us.  

We are also working on dream scenes, trying to understand that fantastic life that Artaud spoke of. 

Here is where our work diverges most clearly from Stanislavski.  

We're interested in a theatre of illusion and mystery, not one of behavioristic psychology.  

The character determines us, we don't determine it; the life leads us, we don't lead it.  

I can't describe these exercises-

everyone leads to ten others and the work is embodied in our mistakes, discussions, thoughts, a

nd discoveries.  

Not a small part of the emphasis is to experience the theatre as a celebration. Of what?  

That depends on the moment and where it leads us. 

 

One of the wonderful things is  that  we're willing  to fail;   

it 

helps us go beyond the safe limits and become adventurers. This quality comes to a group only 

when each person trusts the other.  

It   is never possible among actors who are together only for a single show. 

When we lose this trust, the workshop will die.  

 

The creative impulse can't grow in a climate of competition (like auditions) where it is necessary 

to prove one's value.  

 

Nor can acting classes whose purpose is to groom the actor for hiring take the time or be 

 audacious enough to experiment with what the teacher doesn't know.  

But working with the "don't know's" is perhaps more important than teaching the "know's." 

 


